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Climate change is one of the key environmental, social and economical issues, and it is also followed by political
consequences. Impact of climate conditions on countries0 economy is increasingly recognized, and a lot of
attention is given, both in the global scale and by the individual national governments. In years 2008-2010, at the
Poland -Institute of Meteorology and Water Management-National Research Institute was realized the KLIMAT
Project on Impact of climate change on environment, economy and society (changes, effects and methods of
reducing them, conclusions for science, engineering practice and economic planning) No. POIG01-03-01-14011/08. The project was financed by the European Union and Polish state budget in frame of Innovative Economy
Operational Programme. A very wide range of research was carried out in the different thematic areas. One of
them was “Natural disasters and internal safety of the country (civil and economical).”
The problem of drought in Poland was developed in terms of meteorology and hydrology.
“Proxy” Data Descriptions very often inform about dry years and seasons, hot periods without precipitation.
Analysis of historical material allowed to extract the years that have experienced prolonged periods of high
temperatures and rainfall shortages. Weather phenomenon defined as drought belongs to extreme events. This
information was very helpful in the process of indexing and thus to restore the course and intensity of climatic
elements in the past. The analysis covered the period from year 1000 to modern times. Due to the limited
information from the period of 1000-1500 the authors focused primarily on the period from 1500 to 2010.
Analysis of the collected material has allowed the development of a highly precise temporal structure of the
possible occurrence of dry periods to Polish territory.

